Aim & Scope

The International Journal of Convergence of Technologies & Management aim to publish the original Researches, Reviews, Discussions, White Papers and analysis reports on the latest developments in all fields of Technology and Management once a year. This journal publishes the articles and papers in English (language) which contribute to the clear understanding of Networking, Image Processing, Software Engineering, Pattern Recognition, Soft Computing, Data Mining, Cloud Computing, HR Policy, Sale and Promotion, Finance Policy and ultimately improvement of the technology and innovative education. This journal considers only those contributory papers which are unpublished before and are not right under consideration for publication elsewhere. This journal features an international editorial board, offers peer reviewed papers that span the entire broad field to serve as an exceptional reference source of permanent archival value. Included in this wide ranging scope of materials are developments in theories, techniques, materials, methodology, and logics. The journal will serve as a sound forum for deliberations on innovations in these scientific fields. The special issues will give more in-depth knowledge and coverage to the topics of immediate importance and impact on the concerned society.